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Abstract. Due to limited MRI resolution, patient-specific simulation models derived from medi-

cal images often lack bio-fidelity. To address this, we present a smoothing pipeline for generating

high-fidelity meshes of vertebrae and intervertebral discs from medical images, which serve as a

base for biomechanical simulations. Using a diverse array of vertebrae smoothing algorithms, in-

cluding Laplace, HC Laplace, Taubin, and Two Step, alongside surface subdivision methods such

as Tri-to-Quad by 4-8, Loop, LS3-Loop, Catmull-Clark, and Butterfly, we systematically explored

136 combinations across six protocols to determine an optimal smoothing pipeline. Subsequently,

an adaptive smoothing algorithm was developed for intervertebral disc meshes. By adjusting in-

tervertebral disc vertex locations to those of the vertebra mesh, we ensured seamless alignment of

contact surfaces including shared nodes. Evaluation of our pipeline against conventional smooth-

ing methods demonstrates superior edge preservation and reduced stair-step effects, enhancing the

fidelity of the generated meshes. Finite Element Method simulations further confirmed the accu-

racy of our selective smoothing pipeline, showing increased notch stress. Our pipeline, validated

on a diverse dataset, offers an automated solution for generating patient-specific vertebrae and in-

tervertebral disc models with enhanced biomechanical fidelity, enabling comprehensive studies in

large cohorts and deeper insights into spine biomechanics and pathology.

1 INTRODUCTION

Spinal pathologies encompass a range of conditions affecting the spine, including, e.g., low

back pain, neck pain, scoliosis, spinal stenosis, and degenerative disc disease [16]. In addition,

traumatic injuries such as wedge fractures of vertebrae occur with increasing degeneration [23].

These conditions have significant implications for patients’ quality of life and often require long-

term support and treatment, including surgery [26].

Numerous studies investigated degenerative changes in vertebrae [14, 17] and IVDs [11, 30, 33]

using either multibody simulation (MBS) [26, 21] or the finite element method (FEM) [10, 28].

Significantly fewer authors have generated their models patient-specifically [8, 9, 18, 19, 30], de-

spite considerable proof of unique model characteristics leading to more diverse results [24, 13,
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20]. Most patient-specific modeling approaches apply mesh morphing methods, which are based

on landmark extraction from patient-specific medical images and subsequent deformation of prede-

fined reference mesh [8, 18, 3]. Once the target geometry gets more complex, larger deformations

have to be performed during the morphing process, which can lead to decreasing mesh quality

[22]. Deriving meshes directly from a medical scan using the marching cubes algorithm can be

advantageous due to it recreating segmented bodies directly based on the source. However, reso-

lutions of common MRI and CT images are limited, leading to low-resolution representations of

the biological state, respectively [26]. These artifacts alter the body’s geometry, which is com-

monly known to impact FEM results. In vertebrae, artifacts like the stair-step effects are known to

significantly impact the accuracy of FEM results [2]. As these generated surface meshes serve as

a baseline for later FEM model models, the implementation of mesh smoothing is inevitable for

accurate biomechanical simulations.

While previous studies have addressed the need for smoothing processes [27, 2], few have pro-

vided comprehensive descriptions of the applied smoothing protocols [18, 3, 10, 28]. Commonly,

low resolution-caused artifacts like stair-steps are compensated using overall vertebra smoothing

[27]. This approach may result in features like vertebra edges or osteophytes being smoothed to

the point of disappearance, which likely affects respective simulation results in later stages. Verte-

brae are more complex in shape and thus pose a greater challenge for smoothing protocols, while

IVDs seem less of a challenge. However, distinctly smoothing them would result in non-coherent

contact surfaces. In turn, computational efficiency decreases, potentially leading to convergence

issues and less accurate results [31, 12]. Further, the absence of coherent contact surfaces, or more

specifically, shared contact nodes, can be disadvantageous for coupled MBS and FEM simulations

[1].

In this context, the primary objectives of this study include achieving smooth endplate (EP)

surfaces on vertebrae meshes, ensuring precise coherence with IVD surfaces, and preserving char-

acteristic bone structures such as osteophytes and sharp edges. Additionally, we investigate an

adaptive smoothing algorithm to seamlessly integrate IVD meshes into the overall spine model.

By addressing these challenges, our work aims to enhance the accuracy and reliability of patient-

specific biomechanical models, ultimately facilitating the translation of biomechanical simulations

into routine clinical practice to offer personalized treatment options.

2 METHODS

A subset of the German National Cohort (GNC) [7] containing 31 MRI scans was used to de-

velop and evaluate the smoothing pipeline, here referred to as the GNC dataset. Vertebrae with

labels 5 - 23 and the respectively associated IVDs were segmented using the automated approach

SPINEPS [25]. Since CT segmentations are more adequate in capturing characteristic bone struc-

tures that deviate from the norm (Figure 1), we used a second dataset to investigate the pipeline

performance regarding stair-step smoothing and edge maintenance in those extreme cases. The

dataset was a retrospective, internal dataset containing rigidly, point-registered CT and MRI im-

ages [15], and is here referred to as the internal dataset. CT segmentations were created using an

automated algorithm by Sekuboyina et al. [4], and MRI segmentations again using SPINEPS [25].

The segmented IVD and EP masks were subsequently transferred to the CT image segmentation.

For both datasets, segmented vertebrae and IVDs were converted to triangulated surface meshes

using the marching cubes algorithm. EPs were considered part of the IVD.
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Figure 1: CT (left) vs. MRT (right) scan of the same subject. Characteristic bone structures are represented in the CT.

We first developed a smoothing pipeline for vertebra meshes and subsequently accounted for

the seamless integration of the IVD meshes by implementing an adaptive smoothing algorithm.

The development process was based on the GNC dataset including MRI-segmented vertebrae. The

point-registered dataset served as subsequent validation data.

2.1 Vertebrae Smoothing Algorithm Development using the GNC Dataset

Using the GNC dataset, we implemented and combined a range of mesh processing methods

for vertebrae. Broadly, methods can be divided into basic mesh smoothing algorithms (BSA) and

surface subdivision methods (SSM). Implemented BSA included Laplace, HC Laplace, Taubin

and the Two Step algorithm. As SSM, we investigated Tri-to-Quad by 4-8 subdivision, Loop, LS3-

Loop, Catmull-Clark and the Butterfly approach. Besides varying these algorithms and approaches

in their parameters and orders, we distinguished between applying them either to the complete

meshes or to selected parts. In the latter case, we further differentiated the parameters used to select

the specific parts of the mesh, namely the normal vectors of elements or the distance of nodes to

the adjacent IVD mesh. All mesh processing methods are summarized in Table 1. In total, we

implemented seven different protocols, each of which consisted of a different combination of the

above-mentioned mesh processing methods. Figure 2 summarizes the seven approaches, divided

into Approach 1, Approach 2 a), b) and c), as well as Approach 3 a), b) and c).

Table 1: All mesh processing methods tested during the development process of the vertebra smoothing algorithm.

BSA SSM Selective

– Laplace

– HC Laplace

– Taubin

– Two step

– Tri-to-Quad by 4-8

– Loop

– LS3-Loop

– Catmull-Clark

– Butterfly

– based on normal vector

- Gaussian Filter

- Bilateral Filter

– based on IVD distance

Approach 1: BSA and SSM

The first approach aimed to remove stair-steps and preserve edges by applying various combi-

nations of BSA and SSM. In total, 136 combinations were tested, which can broadly be divided

into six protocols:

• Protocol 1: BSA solely, with iterations from 3 to 100 and various smoothing settings. For

the Taubin filter, parameters were varied between 0.3 ≤ λ ≤ 0.9 and µ = −λ+ 0.3. For the

Two Step filter, we varied angles from 5° to 80°.
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Figure 2: Note that the dashed lines indicate a selected, separate region in the mesh. Junctions indicate the creation

of two distinct submeshes.

• Protocol 2: Combined BSA, applying one after another, totaling twelve combinations. Iter-

ations and parameters were similar to Protocol 1.

• Protocol 3: Added SSM (Tri-to-Quad, Loop, LS3-Loop, Catmull-Clark, Butterfly) to the

combinations in Protocol 2, resulting in 72 combinations. Iterations ranged from 1 to 30

cycles, with edge thresholds from 1-15% or 90-99%.

• Protocol 4 and 5: In Protocol 4, we applied the SSM directly to the output of one basic

smoothing algorithm instead of using a combination of BSA as a basis. In contrast, we first

applied an SSM and then a basic smoothing algorithm in Protocol 5. Iterations, λ, µ, angles,

and edge thresholds were equal to Protocol 1-3.

Approach 2: Normal vector filtering

Two distinct approaches have been employed using normal vector filtering methods. In 2a), we

used a bilateral filter with edge-angle thresholds from 5° to 90° and iterations from 1 to 50 cycles.

The bilateral filter was applied to three coordinate directions, combined in twelve sequences. We

then applied the Taubin smoothing algorithm with 30 iterations and λ = 0.8. In contrast, Approach

2b) focused on smoothing vertices based on the differences in angle between their associated nor-

mal vectors. This approach employs a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation (σ) of 1 for angle

differences within a threshold range of 5° to 80°. In Approach 2c), we separated the EP from

the vertebra using angle differences, smoothing them with the LS3-Loop algorithm (20 iterations,

99% edge threshold), and the remaining vertebra with the Taubin filter (15 iterations, λ = 0.5,

µ = −λ+ 0.3). Note that in 2c), the mesh was split into two separate parts.

Approach 3: Selective Smoothing based on IVD distance

Three different approaches were applied that made use of the IVD meshes resulting from the

segmentation mask by selecting the EP contact surfaces based on distance thresholds ranging from

0.6 to 0.8mm. In approach 3a), EP surfaces were smoothed with LS3-Loop (20 iterations, 99%
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Figure 3: Exemplary smoothing process of IVD mesh. From left to right: Raw mesh, preprocessed, adaptively

smoothed and postprocessed mesh.

edge threshold), and the remaining vertebra mesh with a basic smoothing algorithm. In 3b), the

entire vertebra underwent Taubin smoothing (20-50 iterations, 0.5 ≤ λ ≤ 0.7, µ = −λ + 0.03),

HC Laplace (20-50 iterations, 0.5 ≤ λ ≤ 0.9), or LS3-Loop (5-20 iterations, edge thresholds

ranging from 1°-7°and 95°-99°). EP surfaces were smoothed separately using Laplace filtering

with parameters λ = 0.05 − 0.3 and 40-90 iterations. In approach 3c), the smoothing process

was reversed compared to 3b). Initially, EP surfaces were smoothed using Laplace filtering with

parameters 0.05 ≤ λ ≤ 0.3 and 40-90 iterations. Subsequently, the entire vertebra underwent

Taubin filtering with parameters (20-50 iterations, 0.5 ≤ λ ≤ 0.7 and µ = −λ+ 0.03).

2.2 Adaptive IVD Smoothing

Based on the vertebrae smoothing, the adaptive IVD smoothing algorithm was implemented

3. A Taubin filter (λ = 0.5, µ = −0.53) and 5% dilation were applied before we identified

the interface vertices of the IVDs using smoothed adjacent vertebrae meshes and the previously

determined distance thresholds. A nearest neighbor function was employed to identify the closest

vertex on the adjacent vertebra mesh for each interface vertex in the IVD mesh. Correspondence

between interface vertices was established by replacing the IVD vertex locations with those of the

vertebra mesh, facilitating seamless alignment. Taubin filtering (λ = 0.5, µ = −0.53) ensured

mesh quality in a postprocessing step.

2.3 Algorithm Performance Validation

We evaluated all the resulting vertebrae smoothing algorithms based on their ability to (I) pro-

duce a smooth EP surface, (II) create a coherent contact surface between IVD and vertebra, and

(III) preserve characteristic bone shapes. The bio-fidelity of the EP surfaces was evaluated by vi-

sual inspection, focusing on the absence of stair-step effects. Increased EP smoothness correlates

with decreased edge sharpness for smoothing filters applied to the whole mesh, which was con-

sidered during the result evaluation. Additionally, we calculated the curvature using the quadric

fitting method, which approximates mesh nodes and associated normals by a quadratic surface.

The coherence of the vertebra and IVD contact surface was evaluated by the distance of their inter-

face nodes. To evaluate edge preservation in severe cases like osteophytes or fractures, we used the

point-registered dataset. Conventionally smoothed meshes were compared to selectively smoothed

meshes visually. In an additional FEM simulation, notch stress was analyzed for conventional vs.

selective smoothing. Therefore, linear material parameters were assumed, and a moment load was

applied to the nodes that represented the IVD contact region. FEM models were generated and

simulated using an automated pipeline [29].
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Figure 4: Example result of Approach 1 with a) BSA with a yellow arrow showing the crease edge. b) two combined

BSA. c) two combines BSA with a subdivision surface method. A green arrow points at the stair-step effect. d) basic

smoothing approach and surface subdivision method. e) subdivision method and a basic smoothing algorithm. f)

axis-dependent, bilateral filter and subsequent Taubin algorithm.

3 RESULTS

We developed a smoothing pipeline for vertebra and IVD smoothing, which achieves smooth EP

surfaces, ensuring precise coherence of vertebra and IVD surfaces while preserving characteristic

bone structures such as osteophytes and sharp edges.

3.1 Smooth EP Surfaces

In the vertebra smoothing process, Approach 1 tried to smooth the whole vertebra with different

combinations of BSAs and SSMs (Figure 4). We found that removing the stair-steps needed a lot of

smoothing, which then over-smoothed the sides and the edges, resulting in a loss of detail (Figure

4 a)). No matter the combinations and iterations, no compromise was found in Approach 1, which

retained edge details and simultaneously smoothed stair-steps (Figure 4 b-f).

Selectively smoothing a bilaterally filtered region of the vertebra (Approach 2a)) showed better

results for the edge than Approach 1, but stair-steps were persisting. As the bilateral filter is

based on a coordinate system, we experienced problems for varying spine curvatures or different

image modalities. The Gaussian filter overcame these issues by referring to the angle difference

between the normal vectors of the vertices and their neighbors. However, due to the variation

of characteristics of the vertebrae, no unique angle difference for the entire spine of one patient,

nor for different patients, could be found. Separating the EP contact surface from the remaining

vertebra and smoothing them as separate meshes (Approach 2c) and 3a)) caused low-quality mesh

regions during mesh reconnection.

Further, we used the segmented IVDs, more precisely, their resulting surface meshes, to selec-

tively smooth the vertebra EP surfaces while.

Approaches 3b) and c) involved selecting and smoothing the EP contact surfaces separately

while maintaining their connection to the vertebrae. Considering selection distance thresholds,

adjustment according to cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine was found less effective than catego-

rizing based on vertebrae labels: labels 5-7 with a 0.6mm threshold, 8-16 with a 0.7mm threshold,

and 17-23 with a 0.8mm threshold. 80 iterations were found to deliver visually good results. As

the Laplace filter was able to remove the stair-step effect in Approach 1, we used 80 iterations

for smoothing the EP surface. No shrinkage issues were observed as smoothing was applied to

a surface only. However, it was challenging to estimate how much the vertebra still needed to

be smoothed in order to sufficiently smooth but not over-smooth the parts of the EP surfaces that
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Figure 5: Mean curvature calculated with the quadric fitting method. Color mapping is based on a 10% scale.

Strongest convex curvatures are indicated by the color blue, while green represents a low curvature and red the

strongest concave curvature.

would not be affected by the latter selective smoothing. In Approach 3c), the entire vertebra was

smoothed before selectively smoothing the EP contact surfaces. Using the Laplace filter for the en-

tire vertebra was precluded due to the results from Approach 1. The LS3-Loop SSM, HC Laplace

algorithm caused a strong volume decrease and additionally over-smoothed the edge. The Taubin

filter provided better volume retention, maintained edges more appropriately, and allowed more

precise adjustments without over-smoothing. Final smoothing parameters are summarized in Ta-

ble 2.

Additionally, applying a curvature representation to vertebrae smoothed with the selective smooth-

ing pipeline (Approach 3c) showed negligible signs of stair-step artifacts on the EP surface (Figure

5).

Table 2: Final parameters for the selective smoothing pipeline, including the distance thresholds for contact surface

determination and EP surface smoothing parameters.

Parameter

Distance thresholds (mm) Labels 5-7:

0.6

Labels 8-16:

0.7

Labels 17-23:

0.8

Laplace Smoothing Pa-

rameters (EP)

Labels 5 - 15:

0.2 w. 80 iter-

ations

Labels 16 - 21:

0.15 w. 80 it-

erations

Labels 22 - 23:

0.2 w. 80 iter-

ations

Taubin Smoothing Param-

eters (entire vertebra)

Labels 5 - 14: λ = 0.5, µ =

−0.53, 30 iterations

Labels 15 - 23:

λ = 0.6, µ =

−0.63, 30 iter-

ations

3.2 Coherent Interface between Vertebra and IVD

Adaptive IVD smoothing was applied using the selective smoothing Approach 3c, which proved

superior to other methods. The contact areas of the vertebra and IVD surfaces were well-aligned

and non-intersecting, with shared node locations between the IVD and vertebrae. (Figure 6).

3.3 Edge Preservation

For more complex vertebrae from the internal dataset (CT segmented bones), the selective

smoothing pipeline showed significantly better edge preservation for characteristic bone structures

compared to the conventional approach, represented by 10 iterations of the HC Laplace algorithm

(Figure 7). The shape of the selectively smoothed mesh closely followed the raw version, contain-

ing the fundamental bone structure. In contrast, detail was lost during the conventional smoothing

approach. FEM simulation results showed an increased notch stress for the models resulting from

the selective smoothing pipeline compared to a conventional one (Figure 8).
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Figure 6: Shared-nodes contact surface of an exemplary vertebra and IVD. IVD nodes are colored turquoise, and

vertebra nodes are represented in green.

Figure 7: Comparison of selective smoothing results (top row in green) and conventional smoothing, represented by

10 iterations of HC Laplace (bottom row in red). The wireframe views display the unsmoothed version, while the face

views display the differently smoothed versions.

4 DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to develop an automated smoothing pipeline for vertebra and

IVD meshes that removes resolution artifacts and maintains patient-specific details, which was

achieved by using the settings of Approach 3c), here referred to as our approach or the selective

smoothing pipeline.

As the developed pipeline is based on a single Python script, the process can be described as

automated. In comparison with the pipeline of Caprara et al., [3], it is not necessary to further

adjust the file by, for example, cropping the image.

Being able to automatically detect the biological EP contact surfaces with the help of the seg-

mented and labeled IVD data represents a novel advancement to the best of our knowledge. In

the literature, the contact region between a vertebra and an adjacent IVD is commonly assumed to

contain the complete EP surface [3, 9, 18, 8]. However, IVD and vertebra contact is considered to

vary in shape and size, depending on the individual anatomy and pathology. Recent segmentation

algorithms represent the anatomical contact surface more appropriately by segmenting both IVDs

and vertebrae [25]. Being based on these segmentations, our pipeline is the first to consider the

anatomical contact surface, even upgraded by shared nodes. Besides the possibility to use this

information for anatomically correct load implementation in FEM simulations, as implemented
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Figure 8: Notch stress in models derived from a conventional smoothing algorithm (10 iterations HC Laplace) and

our selective smoothing pipeline. Starting from a raw mesh, smoothed meshes are created and converted into FEM

models. A section view on the right visualizes the stress in the respective models. Note that the stress scale limit has

been adapted for this view due to visualization reasons.

in our study for one exemplary vertebra, this circumstance is highly beneficial in terms of com-

putation times. A study [12] showed that implementing shared-node contact surfaces decreased

the simulation time of a comprehensive spinal model from months to only 3min. While in this

study, the shared node surfaces were generated manually for a single generic spine, our smoothing

approach is fully automated.

Compared to mesh morphing methods to generate vertebrae and IVD meshes [8, 18, 3, 22],

the here developed, selective smoothing pipeline preserves anatomical bone structures such as

osteophytes. This resulted in increased peak stress in the FEM results. Since notch stress is directly

correlated with fracture risk [32], our selective smoothing pipeline could enhance the accuracy of

fracture predictions in patients compared to approaches applying conventional smoothing methods.

While our pipeline produces bio-fidelic EP surfaces and preserved edges, further enhancement

can be achieved by additionally smoothing the lateral surfaces of vertebrae. While the material

parameters used in our FEM simulation for edge preservation were not directly related to biological

conditions, future investigations could involve comprehensive FEM mesh generation integrating

biological material parameters derived from bone densitometry measurements in point-registered

MRI and CT datasets [14].

Further, slight vertex shifts in the IVD postprocessing cause small regions of incoherent verte-

brae and IVD contact surfaces. However, the affected regions are small, and the effect on compu-

tation time remains unclear. Due to the natural limitation of digital images, an ultimate validation

of the smoothing results generated by our pipeline can only be achieved by a comparsion to to

cadaveric human vertebrae. However, Kanawati et al. investigated the geometric and volumetric

relationship between human lumbar vertebrae and CT-based models, finding only a 1mm differ-

ence between CT models and cadaveric vertebrae [6].

5 CONCLUSION

Smoothing processes for the vertebrae and IVDs have been given little attention yet. There-

fore, we created an innovative, completely automated smoothing pipeline for vertebrae and IVDs
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based on segmentation data, which resolves artifacts on EP surfaces and retains characteristic bone

structures of vertebrae, all while realizing a shared-node contact surface. We expect our pipeline to

aid in the automation of patient-specific modeling processes while simultaneously improving the

results of sole FEM simulations and co-simulations of MBS and FEM.
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